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Abstract
Using hand gestures as a HCI modality introduces intuitive and easy-to-use interfaces
for a wide range of applications. However, the hand is an object with a high number of
degrees of freedom and with high similarities derived from the heterogeneities of possible gestures. Moreover, the online detection of a gesture as soon as it happens in a video
stream is a very challenging problem. To address these difficulties, we introduce an effective deep learning based approach, which takes advantage of the combined description of
the hand shape and its temporal variation. First, we employ a transfer learning strategy to
learn coarse and fine hand features from depth image dataset originally created for hand
pose estimation. Then, we model the temporal aspect separately of the hand poses and
its shape variations over the time using recurrent models, before merging. Our approach
achieve significant performance for the task of hand gesture detection and recognition.
In online scenario, results show that our approach is able to detect an occurring gesture
and to recognize it far before its end, making our system efficient for real-time interactive
applications.

1

Introduction

Hand gestures are the most natural and intuitive non-verbal communication medium while
using a computer, and related research efforts have recently boosted interest. Additionally,
the analysis and the interpretation of human behavior from visual input is one of the most
trendy computer vision fields of research. Hand gesture analysis has been widely investigated
in the literature, especially from 2D videos captured with RGB cameras. This last decade,
the 3D information provided by depth sensors has prompted much research around this cue
for hand pose estimation and hand gesture recognition tasks.
Despite an increasing amount of methods proposed over the last few years, defining an
online gesture recognition system, robust enough to work in end-user applications, remains
a challenge. Dynamic hand gestures can be defined by shape variations of the hand during
sequences (e.g. gestures performed by fingers), or by hand movements (e.g. swipe gestures),
and often both. These multiple characteristics, which have to be taken into account, make
the process of feature learning harder as it has to learn mutually spatial and temporal information. In order to fully extract relevant features of complex hand gestures using raw data,
neural networks need a large number of layers which increase their computation complexity. However, the computation complexity has to be small enough so that the algorithm can
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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predict an incoming gesture in real time. Some methods present acceptable runtime results
using very deep networks but these methods require a powerful hardware with several GPUs.
Currently, this hardware configuration is too expensive and not suitable for real-world applications. This work is motivated firstly by the powerful capability of deep neural networks
to learn discriminative representations for images and videos, and second by the successful
usage of recent and inexpensive depth sensors for hand pose estimation. In particular, we
build a deep neural network architecture performing an online hand gesture detection and
recognition. We take over the whole pipeline of the hand gesture analysis from the hand
pose estimation step to the recognition process. The contribution presented in this paper is
twofold: (1) We introduce of a new dataset of heterogeneous gestures recorded in an online
scenario by a depth camera. (2) We propose a light but efficient approach for online recognition of hand gestures. Simplicity and lightness is one of our goals for HCI applications. Our
approach takes into account fine and coarse features of hand shape with a fine tuning fusion.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Related work on 3D hand gesture recognition are reviewed in Section 2. Our approach is described in Section 3. In Section 4, the
strengths of our approach in terms of online detection and recognition are demonstrated on
two datasets before concluding in Section 5.

2

Related Work

Gesture recognition has been a widely explored topic in computer vision. We will focus
here only in reviewing the works on 3D hand gesture recognition we consider relevant to
two main categories – handcrafted and deep learning based methods – using depth images.
In the handcrafted approaches, 3D depth information is used to recognize hand silhouettes
or simply hand areas in order to extract features from a segmented hand region [14, 27, 28,
32]. The temporal aspect of hand motion is also exploited by considering the gesture as a
sequence of hand shapes [6, 8, 13, 20, 29, 36]. In order to study hand gesture recognition
in a real-time scenario for automotive interfaces, Ohn-Bar and Trivedi [25] made a publicly
available dataset of 19 gestures performed in a car captured with a Microsoft Kinect. They
compared the accuracy of gesture recognition using several known depth features (HOG,
HOG3D, HOG2 ). De Smedt et al. [4, 5] investigate the use of a hand skeleton model in a
dynamic hand gesture recognition solution.
Like many research areas in pattern recognition, deep learning approaches have recently
shown a particularity high performances for hand gesture recognition. Convolutional neural networks [15] designed to take images as input have been used for static hand gesture
recognition using RGB data [17, 21] and/or depth maps [16]. Neverova et al. [23] designed
a multi-modal deep learning framework which takes as inputs: RGB, depth, audio stream
and body skeleton data. Molchanov et al. [18] proposed a dynamic hand gesture algorithm
using a two-stream 3DCNN which takes as inputs stacked image gradients and depth maps
to classify sequence of images. They later enhanced their method and proposed a dynamic
hand gesture algorithm – called R3DCNN [19] – using a larger 3DCNN composed of eight
convolutions on sequences of RGB and depth images. In addition, they used a Connectionist Temporal Classification [9] as the cost function. To overcome the hungriness of deep
learning algorithms, they pre-trained their model on the large-scale Sport-1M [12] human
action recognition dataset. If they claimed to obtain real-time results, they used a powerful
hardware configuration not suitable for public use. Finally, Narayana et al. [22] present an
interesting approach with a significant improvement, using convolutional networks of sev-
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eral modality of data, by focusing attention within the scene. However, except Molchanov’s
approach [18], all these methods do not take into account the online aspect of the gesture and
do not perform a continuous recognition of gesture.

3

Approach

The dynamic aspect of gesture sequences requires the use of time-series based models, such
as 3DCNN on sub-sequences of depth images, or Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) on
lighter data sequences, like hand joints resulting from a hand pose estimation method. The
first one requires a powerful hardware configuration and computational complexity, whereas
the second one lacks of efficiency related to the loss of information due to the lack of robustness of current hand pose estimators. On the other hand, to describe the gesture, hand
postures along the sequence are relevant features, but also the temporal variation of both
hand shape and its motions need to be considered. Taking into account these multiple characteristics makes harder the learning process as it has to learn both spatial and temporal
information. All these considerations lead us to address the problem of hand gesture recognition within a framework based separately on learned temporal variation of coarse and fine
features across the gesture sequence. Those features are both extracted from a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) trained on depth frames of the gesture sequence.
We first propose to use a transfer learning strategy to extract coarse and fine hand features
for hand gesture recognition purpose. To do so, we train a CNN for hand pose estimation
using the ICVL dataset [30]. Note that a training set of depth images of this dataset labeled
with the 3D joint locations is available, and it is the only one of a close application. The
training of the CNN allows to obtain two distinct representations for each time step of a
hand depth image sequence: hand fine features Jt , which represent hand pose, and a hand
coarse features Xt which represents the coarse hand shape in a high dimensional space. Thus,
original hand depth image sequences, soriginal = {It }t=1...N , are transformed into two different
sets of sequences as follows: s f ine = {Jt }t=1...N and scoarse = {Xt }t=1...N for a sequence of
N frames. Both sequences are fed to two RNNs: RNN f ine and the RNNcoarse , in order to
model the temporal aspect separately of the hand poses and the shape variations over the
time. Finally, results are merged to perform the recognition of hand gestures. Figure 1
summarizes the architecture of our approach.

Figure 1: Overview of our proposed approach.
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Note that a pre-processing step is first applied to extract the region-of-interest (ROI) of
the hand assuming the hand is the closest object to the camera. The estimation is then refined
using a 3D bounding box around the center of the mass, from which we can extract a cropped
image of the hand and we compute its center of the mass in the original image space.

3.1

Spatial CNN feature extraction

The fist part of our architecture is a CNN model which uses prior enforcement implemented
by introducing a bottleneck in the penultimate layer, having a smaller size than the final one
which outputs the 3D hand joint coordinates. The network is then forced to learn a low
representation of the data, describing physical constraints of the hand. Indeed, there are
strong correlations between 3D joint locations, and a lower dimensional space of 3 × K are
sufficient to parameterize a 3D hand pose of K joints [34], but not enough to describe the
gesture. Thereby, the CNN first maps the image to a high dimensional space vector. Then, it
follows a "bottleneck" layer with a smaller size that the desired output to model the physical
constraints over the hand topology. Using this model, we extract two feature vectors from a
hand depth image at coarse and fine level, respectively hand shape features X and hand joint
features J ∗ . X describes the coarse hand shape without taking into account the details of its
topology, and lying in R1024 , whereas J ∗ represents 3D hand joint locations in the original
depth image, and lying in R3∗K with K the number of hand joints.
Parameters of the CNN model have to be initialized before the training step. A common
way to generate the values is to use a random normal distribution. An exception is made
for the bottleneck layer as we can help the network using prior knowledge. We initialize its
weights with the 30 major components from a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the
hand joint label space of the training set. As the cost function, we minimize the Huber loss to
evaluate the differences between the hand pose ground-truth and the output of the network.
As a cost function, we minimize the Huber loss to evaluate the differences between the hand
pose ground-truth J and the output of the network noted J:ˆ
(
1
ˆ2
for |J − J|ˆ ≤ δ ,
(J − J)
H(J, J,ˆ δ ) = 2
(1)
1
2
δ |J − J|ˆ − 2 δ
otherwise.
The Hubert loss is thus quadratic when the error is small (≤ δ ) and linear when it becomes
larger. Consequently, this loss function is less sensitive to noisy annotations (which imply
large errors) than the squared error loss function.

3.2

Temporal learning

The hand gesture can be represented, according to the coarse feature cue, as a sequence
of feature vector s = {Xt }t=1...N which is an ordered list of N vectors and Xt ∈ R1024 . It
can also be represented, according to the fine feature cue, as a sequence of feature vector
s = {[ j1 , . . . , jK ]}t=1...N be an ordered list of N vectors and ji ∈ J. To model the temporal
aspect of gestures, we feed separately these sequences to two RNNs, noted respectively
RNNcoarse and RNN f ine , each one composed of two stacked LSTM layers.
During the training phase of both RNNs, a weight decay and a dropout strategy are applied to prevent overfitting. Networks are trained using the Back-Propagation-Through-Time
(BPTT) algorithm [33]. BPTT is equivalent of unrolling the recurrent layers, transforming
them into a multi-layer feed-forward network of depth N; where N is the number of frames
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in the gesture sequence. The standard gradient-based back-propagation is then used. We
average the gradients to consolidate weight updates to duplicated unrolling. The learning
rate decreases following the number of epochs ne by lr = 0.001 × N0 e−λ ×ne . Networks
try to minimize the cross-entropy cost. To increase variability in the training examples, we
apply random horizontal, vertical and depth translations on depth image sequences before
each learning iteration. Since recurrent connections can learn the specific order of gesture
sequences in the training set, we randomly permute the training gesture videos before each
new epoch.
To fuse the outputs of RNNcoarse and RNN f ine , we propose a joint-fine-tuning method
in order to enhance the classification process. It consists in retraining the two last softmax
layers of the 2 RNNs while forcing their sum to be a representation of both networks. This
strategy allows the network to learn a joint representation of network outputs, without adding
parameters to the model and so, does not increase its complexity. Since both networks
are trained separately, we retrain last fully connected layers before the softmax activation
functions with a new cost function, noted L f usion , defined as follows:
L f usion = λ1 L1 + λ2 L2 + λ3 L3

(2)

where L1 , L2 and L3 are respectively loss functions computed on the RNNcoarse , the RNN f ine
and the sum of both outputs. The λ1 , λ2 and λ3 are tuning parameters. Each cost function
is a cross entropy function. Let l1 and l2 be respectively the output values of the network
RNN f ine and RNNcoarse , L3 is then defined as follow:
yi3 = so f tmax(l1i + l2i )

(3)



1 N
i
i
i
i
L3 = − ∑ y log ŷ3 + (1 − y ) log(1 − ŷ3 )
N i=1

(4)

The final decision is obtained using yi3 : ŷ = (yi3 )
i

As a result, we utilize three loss functions in the training step: L1 , L2 and L3 . L1 and L2
are used to regulate, respectively, both streams and avoid that one of them vanished under the
weight of the other. L3 is used to optimize the fusion of the two modalities. Consequently,
we use only y3 for prediction as it is impacted by both RNNs.

3.3

Continuous recognition issue

An unsegmented stream of gestures contains a lot of unwanted and meaningless hand motions that do not belong to none of the gesture categories. First, hand gesture movements are
often composed of three phases: (1) pre-stroke phase, which is composed of hand motions
happening before the relevant gesture when the user needs to put his/her hand in a starting
position; (2) nucleus phase, where the hand gesture is performed and has meanings. (3)
post-stroke phase, which is composed of hand motions happening after the relevant gesture
when the user wants to move back his/her hand to a restful position. Additionally, a stream
of gestures contains motions between the gestures.
To tackle with the continuous recognition issues, our approach consists of extending the
dictionary of existing gestures by adding a garbage class such as: Y ′ = Y ∪ { no_gesture}.
All frames which do not belong to a nucleus phase are labeled with this new class. To
analyze the online detection and recognition capacity of our method, we use three metrics:
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the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve [1] and the Normalized Time to Detect
(NTtD) [10] for the detection analysis and finally the recognition accuracy to analyze the
recognition process. First, the ROC plots the True Positive Rate (TPR) – when the detector
fires inside a nucleus phase – versus the False Positive Rate (FPR) – when the detector
fires outside the nucleus phase. We use the area under the ROC for evaluating the detector
accuracy. Second, the NTtD defines the fraction of the nucleus that has occurred, from a to
t−a+1
By adjusting the
b, before the system fires a successful detection, a ≤ t ≤ b: NT tD = b−a+1
detection threshold chosen using the ROC curve, one can achieve lower NTtD at the cost of
higher FPR and vice versa.

4

Experiments

We address in this work the online recognition of hand gestures in challenging conditions,
including the heterogeneity of the hand shape depending on the set of fingers used to perform
fine-grained gestures. Two public datasets meet these requirements/challenges which are
DHG-14/28 [4] and NVIDIA [19]. Recently, we recorded a new challenging dataset called
Online Dynamic Hand Gesture (Online DHG)1 similarly to DHG-14/28 dataset [5], but with
one difference that the gesture sequences are captured in continuous scenario. Indeed, Online
DHG dataset provides 280 sequences of 10 continuous (unsegmented) gestures occurring
sequentially. Between meaningful gestures, participants were free to take back a restful
position without any suggestions from the recorders. In addition, comparing to the sequencewise labeling of the first version, a label for each frame of the gesture sequences is provided.
Frames between meaningful gestures are labeled as belonging to a no gesture class. Our
experiments are limited to these two datasets, since they are, to our knowledge, the only
have been captured in an online scenario with different phases of a continuous depth stream
of gestures and with frame-wise annotation.

4.1

Implementation details

To extract the deep features of hand pose and its shape, we train our CNN on the ICVL
dataset [30], which comprises a training set of over 180,000 depth images showing various
hand poses. The dataset is recorded using a time-of-flight Intel Creative Interactive Gesture
Camera and has 16 annotated 3D joints for each depth image. Depth images have a high
quality with little noise. We use the Hubert loss function defined in Equation 1. We choose a
sensitive factor to error δ = 500 (we remind that 3D hand coordinates annotations are given
in mm). It means that errors on the joint location prediction superior to half a centimeter
is linear while smaller errors are quadratic. Weight decay is applied with a regularization
factor equal to 0.001. The networks are trained with a batch size of 128 for 100 epochs.
The initial learning rate lr is set to 0.01 with a momentum of 0.9. To avoid overfitting
while training the recurrent layers in the two streams of RNN, weight decay is applied with
a regularization factor equal to 0.001. The dropout strategy has a probabilistic value equal
to 25%. We stop the training after 30 epochs to avoid learning training dataset specification.
The initial learning rate lr is set to 0.001. For the data augmentation step, the ranges of
the horizontal and vertical translations are ±20 pixels and the range of the depth translation
is ±100. Parameters for each translation are drawn from a uniform distribution. For the
1 http://www-rech.telecom-lille.fr/online-dhg
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experimental tests, we randomly split the two datasets into a training (70%) and a test (30%)
sets, resulting in 196 training and 84 test unsegmented videos for Online DHG and 1050
training and 482 test sequences for NVIDIA Dataset.

4.2

Online DHG dataset

Let’s first analyze the ’offline’ recognition process on the Online GHG dataset by extracting
the gesture nucleus, which results in 2800 pre-segmented gestures of either 14 or 28 distinct
labels, where the same gestures performed with one finger or the whole hand (SHREC’17
dataset [3]). In the following experiments, we call SHREC’17 to indicate the pre-segmented
sequences and ODHG to indicate the unsegmented sequences (online). On SHREC’17
dataset, our approach achieves accuracies of 94.4% and 90.7% respectively for 14 and 28
gestures. Table 1 presents a comparison of recognition accuracies obtained by our approach
and most state-of-the-art methods including traditional hand-crafted feature approaches [4,
25, 26], deep learning based approaches [2, 3, 11, 24].
For the online scenario, our solution is considering adding a garbage class {no_gesture}.
Consequently, the softmax layer outputs a class-conditional probability for this additional
garbage class. All frames which do not belong to a nucleus phase are labeled with this new
class. To detect the presence of any one of the 25 gestures relative to {no_gesture}, we compare the highest current class probability output of our approach to a threshold ξ ∈ [0, 1].
When the detection threshold is exceeded, a classification label is assigned to the most probable class. To evaluate the online capability of our approach, we used the unsegmented
sequences of gestures labeled following 28 gestures. After plotting the ROC curve, we obtained an Area Under the Curve equal to 0.91. We choose a gesture detection threshold equal
to 0.15 as it shows a good trade-off between a high TPR (85%) and a low FPR (17%).
The average NTtD across all gesture classes is 0.2104, which means that, in average, a
gesture can be detected after only 21% of its nucleus. We note that nucleus of fine gestures
are shorter than those of coarse gestures. Moreover, Swipe gestures that contain multiple
motions, such as Swipe V, X and +, have naturally the longest nucleus. Using the detection
upstream step, we obtain an overall online recognition accuracy of 82.2%. Due to the detection issues of gestures, the recognition accuracy decreases by 8.3% compared to the easiest
task of pre-segmented gesture recognition. This difference can result from incorrect gesture
detection or from confusion between gestures with similar parts. For example, the Swipe
Down gesture performed with the whole hand obtains an offline recognition accuracy up to
87%. In the online scenario, the accuracy decreases by 57% and a high confusion up to 24%
appears with the Swipe V gesture. This can be explained as the first half a Swipe V gesture
is extremely similar to the Swipe Down gesture. In addition, the recognition process suffers
from an incorrect prior gesture detection.
4.2.1

NVIDIA dataset

The dataset has been captured following a HCI based on hand gestures in a car scenario.
While the user is not performing a gesture, his/her hands still move to control the vehicle
and, so, is highly suitable to study gesture detection. To detect the presence of any one of all
gestures (25 classes) relative to no_gesture, we compare the highest current class probability
output provided by our approach to a threshold ξ ∈ [0, 1]. When the detection threshold is
exceeded, a label is assigned to the most probable class. First, we do it in a frame-wise manner and compute the ROC curve. Using it, we choose a detection threshold ξ equal to 0.16
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Table 1: SHREC’17 dataset.
Method
Guerry et al. [3]
Ohn-Bar et al. [25]
Oreifej et al. [26]
De Smedt et al. [4]
Hou et al. [11]
Chen et al. [2]
Ours

14 ges.
82.9
83.8
78.5
88.2
93.6
94.4
94.2

28 ges.
71.9
76.5
74.0
81.9
90.7
90.7
90.5

Table 2: NVIDIA dataset.
Method
Human
HOG2 [25]
SNV [35]
C3D [31]
R3DCNN [19]
FOANET [22]
Ours

Features
HC
HC
DL
DL
DL
DL

Accuracy
88.4%
36.3%
70.7%
78.8%
80.3%
73.7%
81.3%

as it shows a good trade-off between a high TPR (85%) and a low FPR (17%). The average
NTtD across all gesture classes is 0.2158 which means that, in average, a hand gesture can
be detected after only 22% of its nucleus. In general, static gestures require the finest portion of the nucleus to be seen before classification (around 10%), while dynamic gesture are
classified on average within 25%. Static gestures have longest nucleus phases. Intuitively,
NTtD differences between dynamic and static gestures are explained as users letting their
hand a long time in front of the camera to express a static gesture but the algorithm can detect it using few frames. Finally, we compute the overall recognition accuracy obtained by
our approach for an online hand gesture recognition scenario. We obtained an accuracy of
81.3%.
We compare our approach to several state-of-the-art methods, including handcrafted
(HC) [25, 35] and deep learning (DL) approaches [19, 22, 31], as well as human labeling
accuracy provided by Molchanov et al. [19] (see Table 2). We have excluded newer methods
that do not perform a continuous recognition [7]. We note that handcrafted give lower results that deep learning methods. Our approach achieves the best performances, meanwhile
it is still below human accuracy (88.4%). Note here that Molchanov et al. [19] Narayanaet
al. [22] have obtained respectively 83.8% and 91.3%. However, they use a combination
of modalities (RGB and depth). Moreover, Narayanaet al. do not address the online scenario, and employ the HandSegNet method [37] for prior detection from the pre-segmente
sequences. For all these reasons, Table 2 contains only comparable results.

4.2.2

Ablation study

Coarse and fine features. We first analyze the individual components of our approach,
the RNNcoarse model and the RNN f ine model, and evaluate its usefulness according to the
type of gestures and then to asses the benefits coming from their fusion. On SHREC’17
dataset [3], for 14 gestures, it achieves accuracies of 84.5% and 80% respectively using the
RNN f ine and the RNNcoarse . A joint fine tuning fusion of the two models provides an overall
accuracy of 94.2%. For 28 gestures, it achieves accuracies of 76.3% and 76.7% respectively
using RNN f ine and RNNcoarse , and an overall accuracy of 90.5% for the fusion. This result
illustrates the outstanding potential of fusing shape and posture features to perform fine
hand gesture recognition. We note that RNN f ine alone does not outperform some previous
handcrafted approach proposed in [4]. Only by adding the coarse feature cue, our approach
can outperform this method by 6%. The results obtained by our approach are comparable to
the best performance with a slight difference.
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Table 3: Formulas of the number of parameters for different layers with a number of hidden
parameters equal to n and an input of size m.
Layers
FC Layer
Recurrent layer
LSTM
CNN

Formulas
m×n
m × n + n2
4 × (m × n + n2 )
m×n

Ex. (m=64, n=9)
576
657
2628
576

Focus on the number of parameters in networks. The capacity of a neural network
model can be define following its size and its depth. Higher are the size and the depth,
higher is the number of parameters. Differences in the computational complexity between
models are not exactly linearly comparable to their number of parameters, as some layers can
see their computational time decreases dramatically using parallel computing. However, it
is a good start to study the overall complexity differences between models. Formulas giving
the number of parameters of different layers are shown in Table 3.
The R3DCNN [19] contains 79, 116, 288 parameters distributed as follows: they extract
spatiotemporal features using a 3D CNN of 8 convolutional steps and two fully connected
layers of size 4096 which together contains 77, 885, 776 parameters. They append a recurrent
layer of size 256 (1, 114, 112 parameters) and a softmax layer (6, 400 parameters).
Our approach extracts hand shape and joint features from a single light 2D CNN with 3
convolutional layers and two fully connected of size 1024 which together contains 3, 182, 414
parameters. Our method uses also two-stacked LSTM layers, both containing 14, 680, 064
parameters and ends on a single softmax layer of 12, 800 parameters. The whole pipeline
of our approach contains 32, 555, 342 parameters, so, less than half the number contained in
the R3DCNN [19] network and still outperforms their accuracy result by 1%. The transfer
strategy using a hand pose estimator to extract hand shape and joint features allowed us to
perform better while using a far less complex network

Limitations and discussion. Experiments show that the proposed solution guarantee an
effective recognition, but still not exceed the human performance, and gestures which contain
high hand shape similarities still showed confusions. Some of these confusion due to the
fact that different phases of inverse gestures may contain high similarities. For example, as
depicted in Figure 2, the pre-stroke phase of a Swipe left consists in moving the hand to the
right so that the camera is able to see the entire gesture. However, this movement to the right
can be seen as a Swipe right nucleus by the algorithm and not as a pre-stroke phase of a
Swipe left.
Evaluation results for the online detection and recognition show that we can detect an
arising gesture after only 21% of its nucleus. However, some missclassification appear during the first few frames of gestures where the algorithm has been able to detect a gesture in
progress but does not yet have sufficient information to correctly recognize its type. Figure
3 (a) illustrates the output of our approach on a test sequence of gestures. In this case, the
result is almost perfect, each of the 10 gestures is correctly labeled after only few frames. In
contrast, Figure 3 (b) shows a test sequence where 5 out of 10 gestures have a misclassification during the first few frames. The issues resulting from those misclassifications could be
overcome by firing an incoming gesture only if its length is longer than a threshold.
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Figure 2: An example of a gesture Swipe Left (up) and Swipe Right (down), both hand open,
and their respective phases (blue: pre-stroke, green: nucleus, orange: post-stroke).

(a)
(b)
Figure 3: Gesture detection performance of our approach on a continuous video of 10 gestures. Obtained results (blue) versus the ground-truth (orange) where the x-axis is the time
in number of frames and the y-axis represents the class outputs.

5

Conclusion

We proposed an online recognition system capable to detect the presence of a gesture in an
unsegmented video stream and to recognize it before its end, which is an essential capacity
for real-world applications. In our approach, we have taken over the whole pipeline of the
recognition process, from hand pose estimation to the classification step, and used the power
of deep learning models to increase the efficiency and the robustness of our system. We also
presented in this work a new challenging dataset recorded using a depth camera in continuous
scenario.
Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed approach is capable to recognize
hand gestures and to improve state-of-the-art results. In addition, the experiments showed
that our framework is able to detect an occurring gesture after only 21% and 22% of the nucleus phase, respectively for the Online DHG and NVIDIA datasets. The use of the transfer
learning strategy allowed us to outperform state-of-the-art deep learning approaches using
less than half of the number of parameters of the baseline model.
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